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ARE YOU QUALIFIED TO 
DEAL WITH PROTEST?

DO YOU UNDERSTAND the 
rights of Protestors?

DO YOU KNOW the limits of your 
powers as a Security Guard?

ARE YOU at risk of acting unlawfully if 
you attempt to make a citizen’s arrest?

DO YOU KNOW when you 
can use ‘reasonable force’ 
and what this includes?

DO YOU KNOW how to best 
manage the reputational risk 
for your employer or client?

DO YOU HAVE the appropriate 
protest management qualifi cations 
to improve your employability?

In a world where it is increasingly 
easy to mobilise resistance, 
the ability of private security 
guards to manage protestors 
lawfully is in high demand.

Our innovative and forward-
thinking DEALING WITH PROTEST 
course will equip you with the key 
skills and knowledge to deal with 
all types of protest activity. 

THE 2-DAY 
COURSE 
COVERS
- The Legal Framework
-  Police Methodology, Liaison and Response
-  Types of Protest and Actions
-  Impact of Confl ict Resolution & Management
-  Effective Security Personnel Responses

to Protestor Activities
- Scenarios and Practical sessions

VISIT WWW.ECLIPSE-STRATEGIC-SECURITY.COM/TRAINING-COURSES l ECLIPSE_RISK

Proud to sponsor The Professional Security Offi cer
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PROPERTY DISINFECTION PPE SUPPLY

Contact us for enquiries and to discuss your needs:
gb.covid19@atalianworld.com  |  phone: 0808 258 0800

FEVER SCREENING AND OCCUPANCY TECHNOLOGY

 Fever screening, social distancing  
 and occupancy tracking technology 

Help in the detection of possible COVID-19 cases, by conducting 
preliminary fever screening at the entrance and/or critical areas 

of your sites, allowing you to make real-time decisions.

Install at speed, occupancy, traffic flow & distancing sensor technology. 
Our sensors will provide building user information which supports spacing, 

awareness and minimilisation of contact within your property.

Various verification methods
Supporting fast temperature 
measurement and face 
recognition with fever screening

Long term fever screen
Authentication distance: 0.3 - 2m

Dedicated for fever screening
Temperature range: 30 to 45oC
Temperature accuracy: ±0.5oC

Plug & play - Rapid deployment 
Free of wiring, installation 

and configuration

Enhanced verification performance
Face recognition verification duration 

less than 0.2s. Supporting face 
anti-spoofing

Mask detection Supporting face 
mask wearing alert and forced 

mask wearing alert



4Introduction
by Mike O’Sullivan

We are just going to dive in considering that 
we are aiming at a mature audience with life 
and work experience! If you are thinking about starting your own business 
or doing something to ‘earn a bit on the side’ then good for you! Money 

may not be everything, but a lot of things are easier when you have more of it.

Thanks to continually developing technology opportunities have never been greater for the 
entrepreneur to strike out and give it a go! 

‘Give it a go’ is me being a bit flippant by the way, if you aren’t in for the long haul then you will 
waste as much of your time as if you’d planned and put the correct effort in!
These days technology is your friend, provided you chose the correct applications. 
As tech develops it generally gets cheaper, and if it doesn’t there is probably a free open source 
alternative available. Some are better than others but the point being that affordability shouldn’t 
hold you back from dipping your toe. 

The benefits of technology for the self-employed or small business speak for themselves. From 
instant communication to do your own website or intranet and everything in between. 
If the technology that is taken for granted now had been available when I first partnered up 
and started my own training business, it would have opened so many more doors. As it was, we 
were limited by having to do things manually. Things took so much longer. 

Don’t worry, I’m not going to take you on a trip down memory lane. The point being, learn 
about technology, its pros and cons, and make sure that you have decent systems to run it on 
so that you are not spending more time fixing your computers than getting some work done!
You want to start your own business? Good for you! The world can be your oyster, but to throw 
in one of my favourite pieces of wisdom: 

The only place that success comes before work is in the dictionary!

Whether you are keeping the day job and starting off slow or taking the plunge and diving right 
in working your own business full time, you need to be dedicated, motivated and prepared to 
put in the effort. 

You also need to learn how to run a business. 
Many businesses fail, not because of lack of talent, a great product or hard work, but because 
the people who started them didn’t know how to run one!
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Disclaimer: Peer Publishing Ltd assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the 
content of this magazine or associated site. The information provided in whatever format is on an “as is” 
basis with no guarantees of completeness, accuracy, usefulness or timeliness.

Magazines & e-Publications Created & Produced by www.i-Booklet.co.uk for TPSO & Peer Publishing Ltd

You need to find work and opportunities, get paid, manage finances, budget, make decisions, 
have strategies in place to help you achieve your goals yet remain flexible enough to adapt to 
changing circumstances. Let’s not forget that you also need to pay your taxes!

Research and preparation are very important and 
should not be ignored. I’ve seen numerous people 
kickstart a business in a fit of enthusiasm only to 
falter when things didn’t quite go according to 
plan. They were unprepared for obstacles, didn’t 
know how to talk to potential customers (always 
a bad sign) and/or worked with the wrong people.

Unfortunately, it’s been my experience that 
enthusiasm often trumps ability, so working with 
the wrong people spells the end of a project before 
it’s even began. I’ve harped on several times about 
the importance of working with the right people, 
the trick is finding them!

There are exceptions but as a rule nothing significant is achieved in entrepreneurial terms 
by someone trying to do everything themselves. Out of 24 hours you need some sleep, say 7 
hours, leaving 17 hours. Sounds like you can get a lot done in 17 hours doesn’t it? Of course, it’s 
only 17 if you don’t eat, exercise, socialise, take the occasional break etc! 

Sounds like a recipe for exhaustion to me but I’ve seen some people try to cram everything 
in themselves, zero social life and at the end of it bags under their eyes and anger that other 
people have all the luck!

Truth be told luck has very little to do with getting a business of your own off the ground – 
planning, preparation, implementation and sustainability will give you all the ‘luck’ that you 
need.

First question, is there a market for your services or products? By market I mean will people 
pay you (or will you be able to earn enough via other means) enough to make it worth your 
while.

continued on page 6
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I’ve never seen the point in someone trading a 9 to 5 job working 40 hours a week for one 
working 80 to 90 hours a week running their own business where they earn less money – or 
worse, earn nothing at all!

The introduction is not about instilling a doomed before you start feeling in you. Instead it is 
about making sure that you are aware of the realities of running even the smallest of businesses. 
You don’t like doing admin? Tough! If you want to be successful learn how to, even if eventually 
that job is taken over by someone else, you should be skilled enough to step in if that person 
is not available.

There is some good news though: Making mistakes is a great way to learn, being afraid to make 
mistakes will get in your way and stop you advancing. Now, there is a caveat, if you are a total 
disaster area and nothing you do ever works the way you expect it to then please stop and do 
a reality check!

It could be that you need to train to make sure that you aren’t just trying to muddle through in 
key areas of your business. Not being afraid to make mistakes is key to creativity, stigmatising 
mistakes creates a horrible environment and kills creativity at its source.

Resources are something that you build up and develop. Not a lot is said about resourcefulness! 
Some people get loads done with very little. 
There is a such thing as too many resources. We are self-employed or aspiring small businesses 
and not conglomerates. We need to make sure that what we have works for us rather than 
against us. 
For example, information held. 

If you can’t access it quickly and easily while keeping it secure, then that’s going to waste a lot 
of your time. I’ve seen people looking for envelopes where they scribbled notes, checking their 
phones, iPad, laptops and other systems. That’s too much effort, and wasteful. Spend the time 
using the information rather than looking for it by having a streamlined system in place where 
everyone knows to log information, using a standard format, so that other people can find it 
without chasing around.

Finally, you will often hear people saying that ‘you need to think outside the box’. Basically, it 
means finding new ways of thinking around obstacles and challenges. 
I’ve never really understood why it is considered such a profound statement. After all, if you 
are thinking about starting your own business, something many people never do, then you are 
not in the box to begin with!



7SmartTask for Security Operations
SmartTask eff ortlessly connects guard scheduling, incident reporting, with mobile patrol offi  cers, 
time and attendance confi rmation, electronic DOB, electronic forms and offi  cer management — 
keeping you in control through real-time overview and notifi cations, evident contract compliance, 
improved client satisfaction and data driven decision making.

• Create customised patrols to ensure offi  cers deliver the required services
• Gather insights in to 24x7 security operations for KPI reporting
• Remove paper-based processes and increase accountability
• Improve compliance and security offi  cer engagement
• Digitised security offi  cer management and reporting 
• A Single platform for monitoring security activities 
• Complete control of your security operation
• Save time, increase effi  ciency

Designed, built and supported in 
the UK SmartTask off ers Flexibility, 
Easy adoption and Rapid return on 
investment. Our European Award 
Winning Software is trusted in the 
most demanding mobile applications, 
supporting over 16,000 sites using 
SmartTask daily, with around 5.5 million 
check-points scanned in 250,000 
patrols last year.
Developed in collaboration with the UK 
security industry SmartTask combines 
the key functions required to manage 
a manned security operation across a 
wide range of client types. Our Patrol 
Monitoring App can use a range 
of checkpoint types and with our 
smartforms integrated in to our eDOB 
you can create custom solutions for 
unique business needs.Operational Monitoring Helping 

Highlight The Critical

By providing the security offi  cers and management team 
with easy to use electronic tools they can capture day-
to-day KPI data without impacting their performance. 
These tools help them to highlight critical incidents and 
bring them to the attention of clients and management 
whilst helping ensure the offi  cer is looked after and has 
everything they need to complete their tasks.

For further informa� on please visit our website www.smar� ask.co.uk/security
or contact 01494 444044 or send an email to smar� ask@skillweb.co.uk

Gather insights in to 24x7 security operations for KPI reporting
Remove paper-based processes and increase accountability

Selected by 20% 
of the top 30 UK 
security fi rms

Saves 48 hrs 
a month on 

management time

Over 200 clients 
across the UK 

and beyond smarttask
security workforce management
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Things To Think About
Brutal honesty – will your idea work? Does it have gravitas or is it pie in the sky?
To see some people have their ideas tested it is well worth watching a few episodes of  Dragons 
Den (https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006vq92) or check out clips on YouTube.

It is a TV series, the premise being that entrepreneurs pitch their new business ideas at a team 
of investors. It can be tough to watch as some of the people who enter the Den seem to be 
poorly prepared and take any critical comments about their ideas and products personally
As said in the introduction, if it’s not going to generate you an income then its not worth 
pursuing.

Put in tangible format, one of the better ways of doing this is to create a business plan. It is not 
set in steel; the plan can be adapted to suit changing circumstances as the business develops. 
It’s easy to convince yourself that you don’t need a business plan, no plan survives first contact 
with the enemy after all, right? Only partly! Most of the plan survives first contact, and that’s 
the solid basis on which to develop. If the whole plan falls apart it was not a good one to begin 
with.

Writing a plan, including financial projections, is a wonderful way of focusing the mind. 
Dreaming about generating an independent income is a lot easier than doing it. Be flexible, 
adapt as necessary but most of all make sure you know what works!

For example, you are selling an item mail order for £99.99 plus £5.95 postage. You don’t export 
because you have distribution rights in the UK only. So far so good! Its on your website and 
that’s been generating a steady income.

You put a huge effort into a sales drive on the 12th of the month – you get some extra sales but 
not enough to justify the additional effort. You repeat on the 12th of the following month and 
get the same results.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006vq92
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A few things – if it didn’t work one month, chances are that its not going to work the next 
month either. The planets don’t need to be aligned; your brain cells do!

What might have gone wrong? Good product, in demand among a decent niche, why doesn’t 
a sales drive build on your web sales?

A good question to ask here is; when do most people get paid? Salaried workers in the UK 
generally get paid around the 26th of the month!

Target your sales drive about 2 days before people will find themselves suiting on a pay cheque 
but before they spend it and you have a much better chance of them making a purchase. The 
12th of the month is over 2 weeks after pay day and bills and necessitates will have eaten into. 
Anything encouraging your potential customers over £100 with dwindled funds is unlikely to 
be a huge success.

Its amazing how few people consider when people will have money to spend when planning 
sales drives. SO now you know and can factor it in.

Is the any or enough money? 
If you are earning while developing your business idea that’s a good buffer. Start-ups can take 
a lot longer to get off the ground than you might realise. Been planning it for 3 years? Ok, you 
still must convert that plan into a viable entity.

You might be thinking about business start-up loans? That sounds like something a new 
business owner should be doing; unfortunately it hides the fact that its still money that you 
must pay back with interest and charges on top.

Talk to family, can they help? The bank of Mum and Dad may have a friendlier manager than 
your local merchant bank. 

Not picking a stupid name
Worried about getting the name of the business right? No great advice here because there are 
some great websites with names like Moonpig, Zoopla and one of the most successful websites 
in the world is something called Google which basically has a box in the middle that you type 
into to find information.

A memorable name that you are happy to promote is what to aim for. Think about your target 
niche? Should you avoid stuffy? Should you be formal? Peer Publishing Ltd, our company, 
reflects formal because our target audience is the security industry. Professionalism and ‘stuffy’ 
is expected. You will notice though that we don’t take ourselves too seriously all the time 
because humour is important too!

You want a memorable name – once you’ve picked it you are generally stuck with it so invest 
plenty of time getting it right.
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Revolutionise 
the way you pay
your staff
Wagestream gives your people access to 
wages as they’re earned. Let them track their 
wages, understand their pay, be immediately 
compensated for overtime, and above all,
reduce their stress during this global crisis.

90%
More shifts filled

Employer Portal 

Track Stream Save Learn

TRACK
Keep on track of wages, 
in real-time 

STREAM
Instant access to pay, 
when they need it 

SAVE
Stream straight into 
a savings pot 

LEARN
Stay financially savvy
with education from
The Money Advice Service 

Partnering with Wagestream has not only provided our staff with 
better flexibility and financial security but has also had a positive 
impact on our service delivery with staff volunteering for extra shifts.
- Operations Manager in Security Business

16%
less leavers from 

your firm

91%
adoption in the 
first 4 months

“ ”

Wagetsream : www.wagestream.com | jon@wagestream.co.uk

now working in Partnership

Innovise : sales.software@innovise.com | 0370 626 0400

1 

w
i

     

B O D Y W O R N V I D E O 

st 
• Worldwide leaders and Pioneers in developing Body Worn Video (BWV) 

technology since 2005. 
• UK security company ever funded by the EU H2020 SME Instrument. 
• Winner of the Communication Systems Award at the UK Counter Terror 

Awards in March 2018. 
• Winners of the “Most Innovative in Security Technology” at the Innovation 

& Excellence Awards 2019 
• Members of Made in Britain (The register of British Manufacturers) 
• Manufacturers of BWV Systems that exceed all current standards including 

BS EN 8593 and the UK Home Office Guidance. 
• Providers of a License Free BWV ‘eco’ system that ‘fuses’ secure evidential 

video gathering with active user protection, encrypted Live Streaming, 
Google map Overlays, and remote viewing. 

 
Visit www.audaxuk.com to learn more 

BioAx received funding from the European 
Union’s H2020 Research and Innovation 
Programme (719806) 
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Marking your spot on the world wide web!
Grab your domain name – and grab it quick! I’ve experienced searching for available domain 
names that were available the day I searched but gone the next. On checking a week or 2 later 
I found them parked inviting offers to buy. Could be coincidence because that’s how some 
businesses operate. They buy domain names that they think other people will be interested in 
and then sell them on for a premium.

It smarts a bit when your desired domain name ends up being parked by someone else. 
Once you’ve got your domain name make sure that you use a matching email address that 
promotes the business every time you send out a message via your email account. There’s 
nothing wrong with using a Gmail account but I prefer to use a domain email.

Build That Website
Get your website up and running as soon as possible and 
register it with search engines! It’s a work in progress so 
you don’t need to wait to have everything in place all at 
once. In search engine years 6 months is forever – so if 
you start a website and it takes you 6 months to get all the 
bells and whistles set up the time its live is like money 
in the bank. Search engines will see a site that is being 
worked on and has hung around for a while.

The web is full of old, abandoned sites that serve no 
purpose. There’s nothing worse than going to a site and 

being invited to check out a link that leads to information several years out of date. Well, maybe 
there is one thing worse than that. Clicking on a link that takes someone to an error message 
or not finding what they were expecting is very likely the end of that visitors relationship with 
your website.

Build and check, build and check! Have other people, family and friends check also. These 
checks should focus on functionality because if you ask for too much feedback I guarantee 
you that you will spend the first 6 months arguing about the background colour for your home 
page. 

A crappy looking site that works will always be more popular that a great looking site that 
doesn’t do what it is supposed to. So, functionality first – make sure the thing works and works 
well…

Don’t think you need a website? It’s necessary for credibility, and why would you want to pass 
up the opportunity for free publicity?

Even where you don’t need much you can use it to publish company contact information. A 
quick mental exercise might help.

Someone wants your phone number; do they look for your business card or type in your 
business name in Google and look for it that way?
My money is on the Google search!
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Business Structure
Simple formations have published a guide to business types in the UK:
https://www.simpleformations.com/types-of-business.htm
This is very important so make sure you understand each one before making your choice…

Register With The Inland Revenue
We all love paying taxes! Well, maybe not – however you should register with the Inland 
Revenue. 
The gov.uk website have published a guide to how the different business types need to 
proceed:
https://www.gov.uk/set-up-business

Have A Good Accountant
Worth their weight in gold! Say no more – the service we use has a full page advertisement in 
our newsletters and in TPSO magazine. We work with and highly recommend Julian Lesley 
Accountants https://julianleslie.com/

Go Social - Register those social media profiles
No introduction needed to the big 3, Facebook, 
LinkedIn, and Twitter. Its easy to set up an account with 
each but be sure to test which one works best for you? 
Social media can spread you thin and to be useful you 
must be known. This obviously involves effort and time. 
https://knowem.com/ is an interesting site check it 
out, its recommended by a lot of people as a method of 
registering your brand on the internet. It’s a paid service 
which I’ve never personally used. It does look like a lot 
of effort has been put into it by the developers though, 
so worth looking into.

Get The Money In
How can you start making money as soon as possible? We are self-employed or small 
businesses. We don’t have the luxury of waiting 3 years for an investment to pay off like large 
start up companies with investment behind them do.
Beware working for free – I lost count of the number of emails I got from people asking for free 
training places for which in return they ‘would tell everyone about you’!
They won’t, and even if they did do you really want to be known as the person who gives stuff 
away? Stuff includes your time and energy!
I did have a scheme offering free or reduced training prices based on set criteria. It was popular 
and did involve some effort on the applicants’ part. A letter from the job centre (as it was known 
then) confirming that they were long term unemployed and looking to return to work was the 
most common criteria for a free place. I’m happy to say that numerous people benefited from 
the scheme. And yes, a lot of these people did generate referrals for us! 
So, the message is, don’t be afraid to ask for payment!

https://www.simpleformations.com/types-of-business.htm
https://www.gov.uk/set-up-business
https://julianleslie.com/
https://knowem.com/ 
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Base Of Operations?
Are you going to be working from your kitchen table, a home office, your garage while the 
car is out during the day or a rented office?
Don’t dilly dally, get this sorted and start! 

Business Cards
This one is arguable. I’ve had 1000 cards printed for each venture that I’ve been involved in over 
the years. I’ve ended up binning most of them when the project was sold on. The exception has 
been TPSO magazine – it’s the one where those 1000 cards were used and more needed to be 
printed. Go figure.
They are cheap so you may as well get them done. At the end of the day if you are a great 
networker it’s a lot better than scribbling your number on the back of someone’s hand…

Business Banking
Short and to the point – have a separate business banking account. Running business generated 
funds through your personal account, if self-employed, will lead to confusion and make keep 
track on income and expenditure a nightmare.
You will be expected to have a business bank account for a registered company formation 
because, like it or not, the money is deemed to belong to the company and not you. Same 
applies even if you are the sole director.
Speak to your accountant if you have any concerns…

Doing The Accounts
Again, speak to your accountant! Books that are a mess will cause problems. Not knowing how 
much you are earning or spending, or that you have unpaid invoices outstanding is not s good 
situation to be in. 
Make sure you have a good system in place that works. Plenty of self-employed people use 
excel or equivalent. Using the built in formulas means that the math is all done for you. These 
days you can download your monthly statement in a format that can be imported into excel 
– provided you are disciplined and make sure everything goes through your business account 
you will have everything you need in one place.
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Julian Leslie
accountants

A complete and wide range of services 
in the areas of Accounting, Taxation 
and Consultancy to limited companies, 
sole proprietorships, partnerships and 
individuals.

• Accounting, Bookkeeping and Payroll
• Business Start Up
• Compliance Service
• Taxation

For professional, personal advice contact 
Julian Leslie today

“Money Matters,
You Matter”

07703 172 009
www.julianleslie.com
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But do make sure that you sit down and calculate your expenses monthly. You need to know. 
Working all year and then doing the accounts for your return is not the best time to find out 
you’ve made a loss over the last 12 months. Monthly accounting will keep your eye on the ball. 

Who Does What?
When working with other people it is vital that everyone knows what they should be doing, 
when they should be doing it and by when something should be finished if there are deadlines.
Nothing wrong with agreed conferences to check progress and make sure everything is on 
track.

Mobile Technology
Entrepreneurs are on the go – a lot. Be contactable, have the right phone and aps that will 
let you work as you move about. You can get a lot done while you might otherwise be sitting 
around waiting for a call for example.

Advice For Free Does Exist
Your local chamber of commerce, your local library are both excellent places to look for 
information. The local library is often not even considered but your librarian will have a lot of 
knowledge and access to huge databases of information. 
Google ‘free business advice’ and see what pops up. There are loads of business related books 
on amazon, the Kindle app is one you should consider, and Kindle books are cheaper. You will 
always have something to fill those moments that would otherwise be lost.
Let’s face it, if you are serious about starting your own business then sitting around waiting for 
things to happen isn’t your style!

Look Into Business Insurance
Speaks for itself – make sure you take advice on what kind of insurance you might benefit 
from. Your local chamber of commerce might be able to help or you might need to seek paid 
advice from a professional if your business is complicated or if there are any special risks.

To Hire Or Not To Hire?
Hiring an employee can be daunting but you’ve grown to the point where you can’t do 
everything in-house and need extra help. There are other options – temp agencies can be 
useful, so can using contractors for specific time limited projects.
There are some useful sites that list thousands of contractors offering just about any service you 
can think of. I use www.updesk.com and have had some excellent work done. I made some 
mistakes in the early days so now I concentrate on independent contractors rather than agency 
workers. This is the right approach for me, but it might be different for you, you might need a 
team effort!

Supplies And Services!
Running out of stuff you need and not being able to get it, or not being able to move forward 
due to a lack of skills, both situations to be avoided.
Make sure you know what you need and plan with built in redundancies. Having a main 
supplier for goods might be a good idea or it might be best to shop around each time you need 
to buy if significant savings are to be had. If you do an extra 2 hours work to save a fiver and 

http://www.updesk.com
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kid yourself it was time well spent then you really do need to take a look in the mirror and take 
a look at yourself!
You are running a business, time is money! 2 hours to save £5 = working for £2.50 an hour… 

Copyright, Trademarks And Patents!
Know about them, the first one almost certainly applies, the other 2 will depend on the type of 
business you are operating
The UK Copyright Service guide to Intellectual property rights, Copyright, trademarks, design 
rights, and patents, puts it all a lot better that I would be able to. As a write I concentrate on 
Copyright:
https://copyrightservice.co.uk/copyright/intellectual_property

Networking 
DO it right! Don’t be that person who is constantly trying to sell your product or services to 
the people you meet personally or interact with via social media.
Do that and your network will be you isolated wondering where it all went wrong!
Instead be the person with the reputation for adding value – reputation is important because 
who wants to buy from someone they don’t know and who has no track record? One to think 
about.

Be Pitch Perfect!

No, you won’t be asked to take singing lesson. The pitch is you explaining your business to 
someone. Its amazing how many businesspeople can’t explain their business opportunity to 
someone else in a clear and concise manner. Developing your pitch will focus your mind in 
ways that few other exercises will.
Hint; it should focus on the benefits of whatever it is to the other person – at the end of the day 
that’s all they really want to know. 

Be selective, you can’t sell gutters to someone who lives in a basement!
The opening slot on each episode of Dragons Den is a pitch by the way, so a good place to learn 
something. Sometimes it is how not to do one but it’s all useful research.

https://copyrightservice.co.uk/copyright/intellectual_property 
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You may have heard about the elevator pitch? So called because you should be able to deliver it 
in the time it takes you to travel between floors.  If you can’t persuasively and clearly pitch your 
business, then you need to work on it NOW

Listen To Feedback – Especially Negative!

People will have opinions about your business, maybe even a few about you. You are in 
business; you should learn from and adapt if necessary, rather than throwing a hissy fit and 
getting into a flame war with someone on Twitter. Successes are run by mature adults who 
behave accordingly.

Your reputation should be your concern. I’ve found that in some cases the best way to deal with 
someone ‘having a go’ is to simply ignore it…

Mentor Anyone?
I love mentoring – you’d have to be a fool not to! Someone with a huge amount of experience 
and wisdom willing to share that with you is worth its weight in gold! See:

The Benefits of Mentoring by Mike Hurst CPP:
https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/the-benefits-of-mentoring-by-mike-hurst-cpp/

https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/the-benefits-of-mentoring-by-mike-hurst-cpp/
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Suggested resources:
Book - May I Have Your Attention, Please? Your Guide to Business Writing That Charms, 
Captivates and Converts by Mish Slade

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Attention-Business-Writing-Captivates-Converts-ebook/dp/B01ACFCIYI

Book - Starting a Business QuickStart Guide: The Simplified Beginner’s Guide to Launching 
a Successful Small Business, Turning Your Vision into Reality, and Achieving Your 
Entrepreneurial Dream by Ken Colwell PhD MBA

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Starting-Business-QuickStart-Guide-Entrepreneurial-ebook/dp/B07P1QTM2P

Book - Small Business Financial Management: How to organise and manage the finances in 
your small business Kindle Edition by Ivan Houston

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Small-Business-Financial-Management-organise-ebook/dp/B081PLRBQ7

TED Talk - The single biggest reason why start-ups succeed with Bill Gross
Bill Gross has founded a lot of start-ups and incubated many others — and he got curious 
about why some succeeded and others failed. So, he gathered data from hundreds of 
companies, his own and other people’s, and ranked each company on five key factors. He 
found one factor that stands out from the others — and surprised even him:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNpx7gpSqbY

The Federation of Small Businesses: Helping smaller businesses achieve their ambitions
https://www.fsb.org.uk/

SmallBusiness.co.uk is published by Bonhill Group plc - the site provides advice and ideas 
for UK small businesses

https://smallbusiness.co.uk/

British Chambers of Commerce
https://www.britishchambers.org.uk/

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Attention-Business-Writing-Captivates-Converts-ebook/dp/B01ACFCIYI
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Starting-Business-QuickStart-Guide-Entrepreneurial-ebook/dp/B07P1QTM2P
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Small-Business-Financial-Management-organise-ebook/dp/B081PLRBQ7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNpx7gpSqbY
https://www.fsb.org.uk/
https://smallbusiness.co.uk/
https://www.britishchambers.org.uk/
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Netskiver design your website, create it for you, arrange 
your domain name, sort out the secure hosting, and 

then show you how to look after your website. 
We can even look after it for you. 

We keep it simple and very affordable.

Contact us today, we can't start work without you.

envelope-open  info@netskiver.com

www.netskiver.com

simplicity



The Security Institute is 
the largest membership 
organisation for security 
professionals in the UK, 
with members from all
over the world. We 
promote standards, 
develop and endorse 
education across the 
sector and provide 
a rich membership 
experience.

 WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU

Membership of the Security Institute 
bestows credibility, enhances career 
prospects, provides a valuable network 
of excellent contacts, offers mentoring, 
runs a comprehensive continuing 
professional development (CPD) scheme 
to recognise your efforts in maintaining 
and adding to your skills base; and 
fantastic networking opportunities.

1 The Courtyard, Caldecote, 
Warks, CV10 0AS
024 7634 6464
info@security-institute.org
www.security-institute.org

 HOW TO JOIN THE SECURITY INSTITUTE

Visit our website at www.security-institute.org or contact paula@security-institute.org for an application 
pack. She can also review your CV to give you hints and tips for a better application.

Membership is awarded on a points basis, based on your experience and any security-related education or 
training undertaken. Anyone who works in a role in security and wishes to develop a career in security can 
join, including students. Once a member, you can work your way up through our membership grades as 
your experience grows. 

We also offer Group Membership – please speak to Paula to learn more about this.

MEMBERSHIP LEVELS AND FEES 

There is a £95 one-off application fee payable by everyone applying to join (students are exempt).

Student

Affiliate

Associate

Member

Fellow
 

For anyone studying for a qualification in security

For anyone just starting on their career path in security or who has 
an active interest in the field of security and wishes to take part in 

the Institute’s activities.

Professional grade of membership for those with some experience 
in the security profession and/or security qualifications.

Standard Route: 4 – 20 points and minimum of 3 years general 
security experience ; or -

 Fast-Track Route 1: SyI Certificate, Diploma or Advanced Diploma in 
Security Management, or other security-related qualification at 

Level 5 Diploma or above
Fast-Track Route 2: Security related qualification at Level 3 or above 

and a minimum of 3 years general security experience.

Professional grade of membership for those with considerable 
experience/qualifications in the security profession.

Standard Route: 21-60 points including a minimum of 5 years general 
security experience ; or -

Fast-Track Route: SyI Diploma or Advanced Diploma or other 
security-related qualification at Level 5 Diploma or above

Not applicable for new members. 
Fellows must have been a current member at Member level and 
must have completed CPD, both for a minimum period of 2 years 
immediately prior to application. To work your way up to Fellow 

level, a minimum of 61 points will also be required.

MEMBERSHIP            POST                                                     APPLICABILITY                                                ANNUAL 
    GRADE                NOMINAL                                                   CRITERIA       FEE  
    

/company/the-security-institute/   
@SyInstitute   
@thesecurityinstitute   
Security Institute

*Students on the Institute’s Distance Learning Programme qualify for free student membership. Other universities vary – please enquire.

JOIN US
RESPECTED | RECOGNISED | PROFESSIONAL 

security-institute.org

 KEY BENEFITS OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP

■  Benchmark your training qualifications and 
 leverage your experience

■  The value of your membership is recognised by   
 employers and universities   

■  Exchange experience with other members at our   
 networking events  

■  Enjoy access to job opportunities and our online   
 careers services

■  Gain valuable insights by being involved in our 
 mentoring programme, whatever your career 
 stage

■  Enjoy member-only discounts 

■  Bi-Monthly newsletter with exclusive offers and   
 weekly eNews update   

■  Members-only Linked-In Group

■  Continuing Professional Development that 
 evidences your professionalism  

■  Access to accredited and employer-recognised 
 security related qualifications

■  Participation in a genuinely supportive 
 community

■  Membership to the London Chamber of 
 Commerce and access to their facilities, events
  and resources.
 Commerce and access to their facilities, events
  and resources.

£50 *

£125

£145

£170

£195

n/a

n/a

ASyI

MSyI

FSyI


